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If I walk in front of the Bose the Airplay signal still drops out I am horrified that a manufacturer like Bose who claim to be at
the cutting edge of sound technology did not make this - or any of their Airplay devices capable of dual band connectivity.. I am
streaming an Elgato TV signal from my iMac to our kitchen where there are many problems with interference from other
equipment.. I have had an issue with the Bose too I have discovered also that it does not connect to a 5Ghz wifi signal which is
very disappointing.

1. bose soundtouch 300
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I am speakming to the people at Bang and Olufsen at the moment about their Beolit 12 which looks a lovely speaker but
nowehere in their documentation do they confirm whether it is capable of joining a 5Ghz wifi network.. Only yesterday I read
this brilliant article on OsX Daily and have reset all of my wifi to 5Ghz as I have dual band on everything.. However, I have the
Bose still attached to a 2 4Ghz network and am still having the same issues.. The issues with the streaming of the Elagato TV
signal are totally solved now as a result of me following the instructions in this article.. I am considering giving up on the Bose
and an currently trying to find a good quality Airplay decide that WILL conenct to 5Ghz.
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I will let you know Meanwhile here is that awesome article which I used to clear up lots of the issues. Latest Avast Free
Antivirus Free Download
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